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Two algorithms are compared for maximizing the likelihood function associated with parameter 
estimation in partially observed diffusion processes: 
l the EM algorithm, investigated by Dembo and Zeitouni (1986), an iterative algorithm where, 
at each iteration, an auxiliary function is computed and maximized; 
l the direct approach where the likelihood function itself is computed and maximized. 
This yields to a comparison of nonlinear smoothing and nonlinear filtering for computing a 
class of conditional expectations related to the problem of estimation. In particular, it is shown 
that smoothing is indeed necessary for the EM algorithm approach to be efficient. 
Time discretization schemes for the stochastic PDE’s involved in the algorithms are given, and 
the link with the discrete time case (hidden Markov model) is explored. 
Numerical results are presented with the conclusion that direct maximization should be preferred 
whenever some noise covariances associated with the parameters to be estimated are small. 
parameter estimation * maximum likelihood * EM algorithm * diffusion processes * nonlinear 
filtering * nonlinear smoothing * Skorokhod integral * time discretization 
1. Introduction 
The EM algorithm is an iterative algorithm for maximizing the likelihood function, 
in a context of partial information (Dempster, Laird and Rubin, 1977). Indeed, let 
{P,,, 0 E O} be a family of mutually absolutely continuous probability measures on 
a measurable space (0, 9), with PO - P’ and let ?!/ c 9 be the a-algebra containing 
all the available information. Then, the log-likelihood function for the estimation 
of the parameter 0 can be defined as 
I(B)PlogE’ 5 ?4 ) 
( I) 
(1.1) 
and the MLE (maximum likelihood estimate) as 
e^ E argmax I( 13). 
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The EM algorithm is based on the following straightforward application of 
Jensen’s inequality 
IIH)-I(R.)=logE,(~~‘y)--E,.(log~~’/)CV(R,8.); (1.2) 
which says that, for each value 0’ of the parameter, the log-likelihood function I( 0) 
is globally bounded from below by the function I( O’)+ Q( 0, O’), with equality at 
0 = 0’. The algorithm iterations are described by the following steps: 
Step 1. p = 0, initial guess el,. 
Step 2. Set 0’= iP. 
Step 3 (E-step). Compute Q( . , 0'). 
Step 4 (M-step). Find iP~,, such that Q( $,,+, 0’) 3 Q(t), 0’) for all 0 E 0. 
Step 5. Repeat from Step 2 with p =p+ 1, unless a stopping test is satisfied, 
which case set 8” = g,,+, 
in 
An interesting feature of the algorithm is that it generates a maximizing sequence 
{i,,, p = 0, 1, . .} in the sense that I( g,,,,) > I(i,,) unless i,, *, = i,,. Some general 
convergence results about the sequences { I( f?,,), p = 0, 1,. . .} and {i,,, p = 0, 1, . .} 
are proved in Wu (1983), under mild regularity assumptions on I( 0) and Q( 0, 0’) 
(see also Dembo and Zeitouni, 1986, Theorem 2). 
To decide whether this algorithm is interesting from a computational point of 
view, the following three questions should be answered. 
(E) How expensive is the computation of the auxiliary function Q( 0, 0’):) 
(M) How easy is the maximization with respect to 8 of the auxiliary function 
Q(0, O’)? 
(EM) How fast is the convergence of this sub-optimal iterative algorithm towards 
the MLE? 
In Dembo and Zeitouni (1986), the EM algorithm has been applied in the context 
of continuous time partially observed stochastic processes. In the particular case of 
diffusion processes, the general expression of Q(0, 0’) has been derived and said 
to involve a nonlinear smoothing problem. The purpose of this work is to address 
the following three points: 
l discuss the expression in Dembo and Zeitouni (1986) giving Q( 0, 0’) in terms 
of nonlinear smoothing problem-this will involve generalized stochastic calculus 
(Skorokhod integral); 
l get an equivalent expression, in terms of a nonlinear filtering problem, for 
Q(0, 0’) and its gradient V’.“Q( 0, U’) with respect to O-it will turn out that smoothing 
is indeed necessary for the point (M) introduced above to be satisfied, although 
filtering is enough to compute Q( 0, 0’) for a given pair (0, 0’); 
l get similar expressions for the original log-likelihood function I(O) and its 
gradient Y:1( 0). 
This will allow to compare, from a computational point of view, the two possible 
methods for maximum likelihood estimation: 
l direct maximization of the likelihood function, as described in Le Gland (1981); 
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l the EM algorithm. 
In particular, the point (M) will receive a positive answer, which is indeed the 
main motivation for the EM algorithm. On the other hand, it will be proved that 
computing the auxiliary function Q( 0, 0’) is a more heavy task than computing the 
original log-likelihood function 1( f3). As for the point (EM), numerical examples 
will show that the convergence of the EM algorithm may be very slow. This typically 
occurs in those cases where, for each 0’~ 0 the function I( 0’)+ Q( 0, 0’) is very 
sharp below the log-likelihood function I( 0) (see Fig. 4 below). In such cases indeed, 
maximizing the auxiliary function does not allow to update significantly enough 
the current estimate at each M-step. 
The statistical model is presented in Section 2, where expressions are given for 
r(0), V/(e), Q(0, 0’) and V’,“Q( 0, 0’) in terms of conditional expectations. It turns 
out that the last three expressions all belong to a certain class of conditional 
expectations. Two methods a-e then proposed in Section 3 for computing conditional 
expectations in this class-one based on nonlinear filtering, the other on nonlinear 
smoothing and involving generalized stochastic calculus (Skorokhod integral). These 
results are applied in Section 4 to the computation of r(0), V/(0), Q(0, 0’) and 
V’,“Q(e, 0’) in terms of filtering and smoothing densities. Section 5 is devoted to 
the time discretization of the stochastic PDE’s introduced in Section 4, and the link 
with MLE of parameters in partially observed Markov chains (hidden Markov 
models) is explored. A numerical example is presented in Section 6, and the influence 
of noise covariances is investigated. 
This paper only deals with different ways to compute the MLE of parameters in 
partially observed diffusion processes. Whether the MLE is a good estimate of the 
unknown parameter 0 is not investigated here. See James and Le Gland (1989) 
where a consistency result is proved in the “small noise” asymptotics. 
2. Statistical model 
In this section, expressions for the log-likelihood function l(0) and the auxiliary 
function Q(0, 0’) will be derived in the following context (Dembo and Zeitouni, 
1986, Section 3). 
Suppose that on a measurable space (0, 9) are given: 
(a) a family .A = {P,,, 0 E O} of probability measures, 
(b) a pair of stochastic processes {X,, tsO} and {Y,, t >O} taking values in R”’ 
and Rd respectively, 
such that under PH, 
dX, = h,,(X,) dt+g(X,) d W:, X0-p:(x) dx, 
dY,=h,(X,)dt+dV:, 
(2.1) 
where { Wf , t Z= 0) and { V:, t b 0) are independent Wiener processes, with covariance 
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matrix I (identity) and r respectively, and the random variable X, is independent 
of the Wiener processes. 
The set of parameters 0 c [w” is compact, and the coefficients satisfy the following 
hypotheses. 
(i) u is a continuous and bounded function on [w”’ such that a p UCT* is a 
uniformly elliptic m x m matrix, i.e. a(x) 2 al. 
(ii) For all 0 E 0, Poe is a density on IW*. 
(iii) For all 0 E 0, b, and h, are measurable and bounded functions from [w” to 
[w” and IWd respectively. 
In addition: 
(iv) The probability measures on [w” with densities { pl, 0 E 0) are mutually 
absolutely continuous, and for all 0, 0’~ 0 the function log(p~/p~‘) is integrable 
with respect to pi’. 
Moreover, it is assumed that pl, b, and h, are continuously differentiable with 
respect to the parameter 8, and that: 
(v) For all 8 E 0, Vb, and Vh, are measurable and bounded functions from [w”’ 
to (Wmxp and [Wdxp respectively. 
(Throughout this paper, V will denote the derivation with respect to the parameter 
0.) In addition: 
(vi) For all 0, 0’~ 0 the function V log pi is integrable with respect to PO”‘. 
The hypotheses ensure the existence and uniqueness of a weak solution to the 
stochastic differential system (2.1). There is no loss in generality in assuming that 
R is the canonical space C([O, T]; Rmwd ), in which case X and Y are the canonical 
processes on C([O, T]; K!,‘) and C([O, T]; IWd) respectively, and PH is the probability 
law of (X, Y). 
The probability measures in _& are mutually absolutely continuous: 
l Define first a probability measure Pi equivalent to PH, with 
T 
I 
T 
hz(X,s)r-’ d Y, -+ h%X,)r-‘&(X,) ds , 
0 1 
so that under P.L, 
dX, = b,(X,) dr+a(X,) dW;, X,-PO”(X) dx, 
where { WY, t 2 0} and { Yt, t 2 0) are independent Wiener processes, with covariance 
matrix Z and r respectively, and the random variable X, is independent of the 
Wiener processes. 
l Then, the probability measures {P’, , 6~ E O} are mutually absolutely continuous 
with Radon-Nikodym derivative 
dP; 
&,,A- 
dP;, 
= 2 (X,) + exp 
T 
[bdX) - b,,(X,)I*a-‘(X,)(T(X,) dwf’ 
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T 
[h9(X) - b(X~)l *a~'(X.,)[b,(X,)-b,,(X,)] ds . 
Therefore 
It is assumed that only { Y,, 0 < f G T} is observed. Let {?!Jyt, 0 s t G T} denote the 
associated filtration. The likelihood function for estimating the parameter 0 in the 
statistical model .A can be expressed as 
with the particular choice P’= Ph (a fixed in 0) in (1.1). By the Bayes formula, 
E);,(Z’&) ST) = E;(Z’I ?JyT) . E;(A;,,, 1 ?VyT) = E;(Z’I 3y7), 
since A ‘,+ is independent of C!IT under P), . This gives the following expression for 
the log-likelihood function 
z(e) = log Ejj(ZH I CVT), (2.2) 
which is independent of the arbitrary choice of cr. 
For the auxiliary function defined by (1.2), one has immediately 
Q(e, ~‘)=E,,(A”,~‘I~~)=~~,(A~,~‘Z’~‘I~~)/EH.(Z~’I~~), (2.3) 
where 
” T 
A O~~‘.logn”,,.=log~(x”)+ r&(X,)- b,,(X,)]*a~‘(x,)a(X,) d WI” 
4 
T 
rbdx) - b(x,)l*a -‘(K)[hdX,) -bAX\)I ds 
0 
T + I [h,(X,)-h,,(X,)]*r-’ dV:’ 0 
-$ 
I 
T[ke(X,)-h,,(X,)lir~‘[hg(X,)--hg.(X,)Ids. 
0 
(2.4) 
Under additional regularity assumptions on the coefficients pl, b, and h,, it is 
easy to prove, using results in Sznitman (1982), that both Z(0) and Q(0, 0’) have 
a.s. differentiable versions with respect to 0, with gradients given by 
Vl(19)= E,(h”l9,) = E~(AHZH)~T)/E~(ZB)~y7), (2.5) 
V”“Q(O, 0’) = Eo,(A’J 9T) = EL,(A’Z”I 9T)/EB,(Z”I %T), (2.6) 
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respectively, where 
hegV’.Olog~,,B,=v’.Oh*.e’ 
=$x0)+ [Vba(X,)I*a-'(X,)a(X,) dW,B 
5 
T 
+ [Vh,(X,)]*r-’ dV: 
0 
is independent of 8’. 
Remark 2.1. One can check from (2.5) and (2.6) that 
ViZ”Q( 8, 0’)],++ = VI( e’). 
In the next section, two different methods will be given-by means of stochastic 
PDE’s-to compute the various quantities introduced so far: I(0), Vi(e), Q(0, 0’) 
and ViSoQ(O, 0’). This will make possible numerical implementation of algorithms 
for maximizing the likelihood function. 
3. Smoothing vs. filtering for computing a class of conditional expectations 
For the sake of simplicity, any reference to the parameter 0 will be dropped 
throughout this section. In particular, P will denote the probability measure under 
which 
dX,= b(X,)dt+u(X,)dW,, X0-p,(x)dx, 
dY, = h(X,) dt+dV,, 
where {W,,O<t~T} and {V,,Ost G T} are independent Wiener processes, with 
covariance matrix I and r respectively, and the random variable X0 is independent 
of the Wiener processes, whereas under P’, 
dX, = b(X,) dt+u(X,) dW,, X0-pa(x) dx, 
where {W,,o~ttT} and {Y,,Ost s T} are independent Wiener processes, with 
covariance matrix I and r respectively, and the random variable X0 is independent 
of the Wiener processses. Therefore P = 2,. P’, where the process {Z,, 0~ t s T} 
is defined by 
(I 
t 
’ 2, +i exp h*(X,)r-’ dY, -1 
I 
h*(X,)r-‘h(X,) ds 
0 0 I 
The purpose of this section is to provide two different methods-one based on 
nonlinear filtering, the other on nonlinear smoothing-for computing the following 
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class of conditional expectations 
(3.1) 
where p, 5, n and x are measurable and bounded functions from [w” to Iw, [w, I@ 
and [w” respectively. It is readily seen from (2.3-2.7) that the computation of either 
Vl(0), Q(0, 13’) or V’,“Q(0, 0’) involves such conditional expectations. 
It is clear from the definition that A depends linearly on (p, 6, 7, x). It will turn 
out that nonlinear smoothing is the only way to make this dependence explicit, 
although nonlinear filtering-which is simpler-is enough to just compute A. 
Rewriting A as 
T T 
+E x*(X)4X) d W I~T , (3.2) 
one would like to interchange conditional expectation and stochastic integral in the 
third term of (3.2). However, the resulting expression 
7 
“ 
E(n*(X,)I %) dy,” (3.3) 
is not an It6 integral, since the integrand is obviously not adapted to the filtration 
{?4<, 0~ t-s T}, and needs to be given a rigorous meaning. It will be proved in 
Proposition 3.5 below that the correct statement is 
T T 
E v*(X) 0 d Ys I 3(/T 
T = E(v*(X,)l~~)~dy, 
# T E(~*(x.x)l$~) d Ys, 
where the non-adapted stochastic integrals are respectively a generalized 
Stratonovich integral and a Skorokhod integral, as defined in Nualart and Pardoux 
(1988). 
In the particular case where x is a gradient vector field, one has the following. 
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Proposition 3.1. Assume there exists a scalar function U defined in R”, twice con- 
tinuously diflerentiable with bounded derivatives, such that x = U’. Then 
E 
(I 
Tx*KbWJ dW,I %- 
0 > 
=E(U(X,)I-~~T)-E(U(XO)I~~,)-~~E(LU(X,)IO~,)~~, (3.4) 
0 
where L is the infinitesimal generator of the diflusion process {X,, 0 s t s T}, see (3.7) 
below. 0 
This proposition follows immediately from Ita’s lemma. 
At this point, it is necessary to introduce some notations and definitions related 
to nonlinear filtering and smoothing. 
Notations and definitions. Filtering: Let G-, (resp.p,) denote the normalized (resp. 
unnormalized) conditional density of the random variable X, given CV,, i.e. 
(rr, 4) AE(4(X,) I $,I, (P,, 4) L E’(&X,)& I~,), (3.5) 
for any test-function 4. By the Bayes formula: 
(VT, 4) = (Pl, 4)l(P,, 1). 
The equation for {p,, 0~ t s T} is the Zakai equation (Pardoux, 1979), 
dp, = L*p, d t + h*p,r-’ d Y,, (3.6) 
where L* is the adjoint operator of the infinitesimal generator L of the diffusion 
process {X,, 0~ t 4 T} defined by 
LA+ f a'.J a2 
I,j=l 
-+ f b’;. 
dXi 3X; i=] I 
(3.7) 
Smoothing (fixed-interval): Let T > 0 denote the fixed end-time, and p, (resp. q,) 
denote the normalized (resp. unnormalized) conditional density of the random 
variable X, given $j/7, i.e. 
(P,, 4) B E(ti(X,) I sT), (41. +)“E’(+(X,)ZTI 3~). 
Again 
(P,, 4) = (41, @)/(4r, 1). 
Introducing the backward Zakai equation 
dv,+Lv,dt+h*v,r-‘dY,=O, vT=l, (3.8) 
it is proved by Pardoux (1979,1984) that (p,, v,) is independent of t, q, =p,v, and 
satisfies 
4, +p,Lv, = v,L”p,. (3.9) 
Note that 
(3.10) 
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Existence, uniqueness and regularity results for stochastic PDE’s can be found 
in Pardoux (1979), Krylov and Rozovskii (1977). The stochastic calculus of variations 
for stochastic PDE’s is presented in Ocone (1988). 
3.1. Filtering approach 
Define 
A,Ap(X,)+ 
i 
‘t(X,)ds+ ‘n*(X.JdK+ ‘X*(XMX,)dW,, 
0 I 0 I 0 
so that, by the Bayes formula 
A = E(A7 1 %I = E+bbG I ~&Et&- 1%). 
A first method would be to compute the joint conditional density of (X,, AT) given 
?V=, and then integrate over the first variable to get the marginal conditional density 
of A7 given 33/,. An alternative method is to find an equation for {w,, 0~ t G T} 
defined by 
(w,, 4) B E+(4(X,)G 13,). 
Indeed, by It6’s lemma 
d[dG,hZtl = MZ#4K) dt + LZ[4’W,)l*~(K) d W 
+ WG)-G(X) dt+ 4(XP,rl*(X) dK 
+ ddX)Gx*(~,MX) d W + 4(X)U,h*(X)r-’ d Y, 
+ 4(X,h*W,)h(X)Z dt+z,~(x,)*a(x,)~‘(x,) dt. 
Using properties of conditional expectation given the observation a-algebra under 
the reference probability measure Pt, and the definition (3.5), gives 
(w,,4)=(po,P+)+ ‘hWds+ 
i i 
f 
Cw,, h*+)rp’ dY, 
0 0 
+ 
I 
I 
(PT, Jo) ds, 
0 
where 
J(x)4Ax*a4’= i a’ ai3’x,z. 
,,,‘= 1
(3.11) 
so that {w,, 0 G t c T} solves 
dw,=L*w,dt+h*w,r-‘dY,+ep,dt+T*p,dY,+J*(X)p,df, 
wo= PPO. 
(3.12) 
The following theorem has been proved. 
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Theorem 3.2. Let {p,, 0 G t c T} and {w,, 0 G t G T} be the unique solutions of (3.6) 
and (3.12) respectively. Then, the following expression holds for A defined in (3.1), 
A=(wT, l)l(pr, 1). 0 (3.13) 
To get an expression for A in terms of normalized conditional densities, define 
a, by 
(a,, 4) A (WC 4)l(P,, I) = E(@(X,)h, I$,). 
By ItG’s lemma, 
da, = L*(Y, dt+[h*-(r,, h*)]a,r-‘[dY,-(n,, h) dt]+,$, dt 
+n*n,[dY,-(n,, h) dt]+J*(x)v, dt. 
Therefore 
A=(r,,P)+ 
I 
0r (rTT,,&-) ds+ 
I 
I- 
{(TX, T*)+~[(G h*)-(r,, h*)(~ l)lr-‘I 
0 
[dY, --Cr.,, h) dsl, (3.14) 
which is the expression given in Lipster and Shiryayev (1977, Theorem 8.1). 
Remark 3.3. From the computational point of view, it is enough in (3.13) to integrate 
the unnormalized conditional densities at final time T, whereas in (3.14) one has 
(i) at each time t, to integrate some functions involving in particular (5, 7) against 
the normalized conditional densities, and (ii) to integrate the resulting processes 
over the interval [0, T]. 
The expression (3.13) is actually computable. Unfortunately, the linear depen- 
dence of ( wT, 1) on (/3,& 7, x) is not made explicit, which should be the case for 
the point (M) introduced in the Introduction to be satisfied. Therefore, the next 
step will be to make this dependence more explicit. This will involve nonlinear 
smoothing and generalized stochastic calculus (Skorokhod integral). Actually, the 
stochastic integral in (3.3) will be given a rigorous meaning, and the last term in 
(3.2) will also be given a computable expression, whether or not x is a gradient 
vector field. 
3.2. Smoothing approach 
The idea here is to compute the stochastic differential of the scalar product (w,, v,), 
where {v,, 0s t 4 T} is the solution of the backward Zakai equation (3.8). Since 
(3.12) is a forward stochastic PDE and (3.8) is a backward stochastic PDE, one has 
to use the two-sided stochastic calculus introduced in Pardoux and Protter (1987) 
and Pardoux (1987). This gives 
d(w,, v,) =(L*w,, v,) dt+(h*w,, v,)r-’ dY,+(Q,, v,) dt+(rl*p,, u,) dY, 
+(J*(x)p,,v,)dt-(wl,Lv,)dt-(w,,h*v,)r-’dY, 
=(q,, 5) dt+(q,, v*) dY,+(p,,-‘(x)v,) dt. 
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Integrating from 0 to T gives 
where the stochastic integral is a two-sided stochastic integral. 
Remark 3.4. Since s-qs is differentiable (see (3.9)) the stochastic integral could 
indeed be defined using an integration by parts. 
To get an expression for A in terms of normalized conditional densities, the first 
step is to use (3.10), which gives 
T 
A=(pO,P)+ (p.$, 5) ds+A’+A”. 
Study of A’: 
A’B 
(I 
0’ (qs, rl”) d Y, (PT, 1). (3.15) 
Note that 
(I 
7- 
E(A’) = E+(Z,A’) = E+(E+(Z, 1 3ZI,)A’) = Et (45, rl*) dY, =O, 
0 > 
where the last equality follows from results on two-sided stochastic integrals. This 
was expected, since 
(i 
7 
A’=E v*(X) d&I% . 
0 > 
Expressions in terms of normalized conditional densities are given by the 
following. 
Proposition 3.5. Let {p,, 0 < t G T} denote the normalized smoothing density. Then 
I 
T 
A’= (~5, r)“) dY, - 
0 I 
T 
(P,, rl*h h) ds 
0 
7 T 
= 
I 
(P,, rl*) o d Y - 
I 
(P.,, rl*h) ds, 
0 0 
where the non-adapted stochastic integrals are respectively a Skorokhod integral and 
a generalized Stratonovich integral (Nualart and Pardoux, 1988). 
Proof. The idea is to get the factor FL l/(pT, 1) inside the stochastic integral in 
(3.15), using the generalized stochastic calculus developed in Nualart and Pardoux 
(1988). 
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On the probability space (a, 3, P’), let D. denote the derivative with respect to 
the d-dimensional Wiener process {Y,, 0 s f G T} in the direction of the vector space 
H’(0, T; If%“). Since the two-sided integral is a particular case of the Skorokhod 
integral, it follows from Nualart and Pardoux (1988, Proposition 3.2) that 
T 
A’=F (9.7, rl”) dK = 
= 
where the stochastic integral is a Skorokhod integral, and r is the covariance matrix 
of the Wiener process { Y,, 0 s t s T}. 
For s fixed in [0, T], consider the d-dimensional random process {z,, 0~ f s T} 
defined by z, 4 D,p,. Clearly z, = 0 for 0 c t < s. On the other hand, it follows from 
Ocone (1988) that the process {z,, s 4 t s T} is the unique solution of the forward 
stochastic PDE: 
* * dz,=L z,dt+h z,r -1 dY,, z, = r-‘hp,. 
Introducing the solution {v,, 0~ r s T} of the backward Zakai equation (3.8) and 
using again the two-sided stochastic calculus gives d(z,, u,) = 0 for s c t s T. 
Therefore 
(D,P,, 1) = (z,, 1) = (z,, ~.,I = r-‘(q,, h), 
so that 
A’= I Tiw?*)dY_ 0 (%,l) A I *(q\, r)*)(qw h) ds 0 (q.,, II2 
I 
7 T 
z (~5, T*) d Y, - b,, T*)(P.,> h) ds. 
0 
To get the second expression, consider the d-dimensional random process {IA,, 0 s 
t s T} defined by u, 4 (p,, 77). The Skorokhod-Stratonovich transformation for gen- 
eralized stochastic integrals gives (Nualart and Pardoux, 1988, Theorem 7.3), 
where 
It turns out that 
, (q/, vi) _ (D:sr, 77’) Jsr, $)(D:q,, 1) 
Dt.4 = D:b,, 7’) = D< (q,, 1) 
(St, 1) (s,, 1Y 
Therefore 
Next Qg, = (~~~~)~,+~~(~~~,). in particular D,Sp, has already been studied, and a 
similar argument for D,ut shows that 
Therefore 
This lkalfy gives 
where the stochastic integral is now a generalized ~trat~n~~ich integral. fi 
(3.16) 
where the first-order partial differential operator S(x) is defined in (3.11). Note that 
E(A")=E'(Z,A")=E'(E'fZ,j~,)A") 
(i 
T 
= E’ fp,, -ftxh) ds = 
) J 
T W’(p,A J(xW’f~.~H ds, 
0 0 
where the last equality follows from the independence of ps and u, under the 
probability measure P”. Now J(,y)E+( u,) = 0 since E”( u,) 3 1. Therefore E(A") = 0, 
which was expected since 
(I 
T 
A”= E x*CXsb(X,) d w, I % 
0 > 
. 
The folIowing two other expressions for A", in terms of normalized conditianal 
densities, are easiIy obtained: 
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In the particular casse where x is a gradient vector field, it can be checked that 
(3.16) reduces to the expression (3.4) given in Proposition 3.1. Indeed: 
Proposition 3.7. Assume there exists a scalar function U de$ned in R”‘, twice 
continuously differentiable with bounded derivatives, such that x = U’. Then 
7 
A”= E( LJ(X,) I 3~) -Et u(XO) I 3~) - E(LU(X) IS.1 ds, 
which is exactly (3.4). 
Proof. It follows from the identity L( Uv,) = ULv, + v,LU+J(x)v,, and from (3.9) 
that 
(P.5, J(X)%) = (Ps, L( f-J%)) -(Pm ULVS) - (Ps, VSLU) 
= (V.J”P.Y -PsLV.w U) -(PA, -w = (45, U) - (qr, Jw. 
Integrating from 0 to T gives 
I 
~~(p,,I(x)v,)ds=(q~, u)-(q,, u)- 
I 
r(q.&Wds. 
0 
Dividing by (pT, 1) and using (3.10) gives 
I 
T 
A”=& W-b,, u)- h, LU ds, 
0 
which finishes the proof. 0 
The following theorem has been proved. 
Theorem 3.8. Let {v,, 0~ t s T} and {p,, OS t s T} be the normalized filtering and 
smoothing densities, computedfrom the unique solutions {p,, 0 G t s T} and {v,, 0 s t c 
T} of (3.6) and (3.8) respectively. Then, the following expression holds for A dejned 
in (3.1): 
I 
T 
A=bO, PI+ h, 5) ds+A’+A”, 
0 
with 
T T 
A’= 
I 
(A, v*) d K - 
0 I 
h, v*)bs. h) ds 
0 
= 
h, v*lOdY,- 
I 
T 
h, T*h) ds, 
0 
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where the non-adapted stochastic integrals are respectively a Skorokhod integral and 
a generalized Stratonovich integral (Nualart and Pardoux, 1988), and where the 
first-order partial dtxerential operator J(x) is de$ned in (3.11). 0 
The advantage of smoothing over filtering is that the linear dependence on 
(p, 5, 7, x) is made explicit: provided the underlying probability measure does not 
change, evaluating A for a different set of data (p, 6, n, x) will not require the 
computation of a new infinite-dimensional conditional density. In the filtering 
approach, one would have to solve a new stochastic PDE, with the same dynamics 
and a different “right-hand side”. 
On the other hand, from the computational point of view, solving the equation 
for the smoothing density requires not only the computation but also the storage 
of the filtering density, and is therefore more expensive. Moreover, in the filtering 
approach it is enough to integrate the unnormalized filtering density at final time 
T, whereas in the smoothing approach one has (i) at each time t, to integrate some 
functions involving (5, 7, x) against the normalized smoothing density, and (ii) to 
integrate the resulting processes over the interval [0, T]. 
4. Application to the MLE problem 
In this section, computable expressions will be given for quantities related to the 
direct maximization of the likelihood function and to the EM algorithm. Results of 
Section 2 are used to check that the quantity to be computed belongs to the class 
of conditional expectations considered in Section 3. Then, Theorem 3.2 or Theorem 
3.8 is applied to get a computable expression in terms of filtering or smoothing 
densities respectively. Expression involving normalized conditional densities will 
also be provided. 
4.1. Direct maximization of the likelihood function 
It follows from (2.2) that the log-likelihood function l(0) can be expressed as 
l(O) =log(pe,, I), 
with {pf,O< t< T} given by, see (3.6), 
dp~=L$p~dt+h~p~r~‘dY,, (4.1) 
and 
L*A;t $ .i.J a2 
i,j=l 
-+ f b& 
ax,ax, i-1 I 
In terms of normalized conditional densities 
I 
7- 
l(0) = (w:, hc)r-‘dY,-i 
0 I 
,:T (rf, hW1(r!, he) ds, 
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where { rrf, 0 s f d T} is the normalized filtering density, computed from the unique 
solution {pP,Os tC T} of (4.1). 
It follows from (2.5) and (2.7) that Vi(e) belongs to the class of conditional 
expectations considered in Section 3. The approach based on filtering (Theorem 
3.2) gives 
VJ(O) = (&, IMPS,, I), 
with {pp, 0~ t< T} and {wf, 0 s TV T} given respectively by (4.1) and, see (3.12), 
dw~=L~w~dt+h~w~r-‘dY,+J~p~dt+[Vh,]*p~r-’dY,, 
wo”=vp,“, 
(4.2) 
where 
(4.3) 
i.e. Jo = V L,. 
Remark 4.1. Note that wy=Vpp and that equation (4.2) could be obtained by 
differentiating formally equation (4.1) with respect to 13. This was done indeed in 
Le Gland (1981), relying on the existence of a “robust” (i.e. continuous with respect 
to observation sample paths) version of the Zakai equation. 
If 8 is a p-dimensional parameter, then the gradient {WY, 0~ t c T} is a p- 
dimensional vector: each component of this vector actually solves a stochastic PDE 
which is coupled only with {p y , 0 c t s T} and with no other component; moreover 
each of the (p + 1) stochastic PDE’s has the same dynamics. In other words, one 
has to solve the same stochastic PDE with (p + 1) different “right-hand side”. Note 
that smoothing could provide a more efficient method to deal with such a problem. 
4.2. The EM algorithm 
It follows from (2.3) and (2.4) that the auxiliary function Q(0, 0’) belongs to the 
class of conditional expectations considered in Section 3. The approach based on 
filtering (Theorem 3.2) gives 
O(R 0’) = (w?‘, l)l(PT, 11, 
with {pf’,O~ ts T} and {w:“, 0s t s T} given respectively by (4.1) and, see (3.12), 
dw:@= L$wp,” dt + h;,w;“‘F d Y, + J&,sp;’ dt 
-;[b, - bss]*a-‘[b, - b,s]p;‘dt 
+[hH - h,,]*p;? dY, -;[h, - h,,]*r-‘[h, - h,f]p;‘dt, 
wo H,H’ = POH’ log( PoHlPl3, 
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where 
JB,B~~~[b,-b,.]*@=~ [b;-b;,]$ 
i=l I 
i.e. Jo,@, = L, - Lo’. 
On the other hand, smoothing (Theorem 3.8) gives 
Q(e, ~~~=(p::‘,log(~~lp~‘~)+l:(~:‘, J.w($)) ds 
-4 
OT (p:‘, [b, - bw]*up’[be - be,]) ds 
+ 
I 
0’ (p’, [h, - h,,]*)r-’ 0 d Y, - jr o (p:‘, [h, - h,~]*r~‘h,,) ds 
-)s 
T 
bf', [ho - bl*rp’Lh - bl) ds, (4.4) 
0 
where{~~‘,O~t~T}and{p~‘,O~t 5 T} are the normalized filtering and smoothing 
densities, computed from the unique solutions {pf’, 0~ t s T} and {UP’, OG t d T} 
of (4.1) and, see (3.8), 
dv;‘+L,,v;‘dt+h$v;‘r~‘dY,=O, &cl, (4.5) 
respectively. Moreover, the non-adapted stochastic integral in (4.4) is a generalized 
Stratonovich integral (Nualart and Paradoux, 1988). 
Remark 4.2. It is now possible to give a new formulation of the E-step and M-step 
of the algorithm. Indeed, ~9’ being fixed: 
Step 3 (E-step). Compute the normalized smoothing density {pf’, 0~ t s t s T}: 
this requires in particular to compute the normalized filtering density {v:‘, 05 t G T}. 
Step 4 (M-step). Maximize Q( 0, 0’) with respect to 8, where for each 0 E 0 the 
computation of Q(0, 0’) requires according to (4.4) (i) at each time t, to integrate 
some functions depending on (0, 0’) against the normalized smoothing density pf’, 
and (ii) to integrate the resulting processes over the interval [0, T]. 
Remark 4.3. A partial answer can be given to the question (M) raised in the 
introduction. Indeed: 
l the differentiability of Q(0, 13’) with respect to 8 relies in an obvious way on 
the existence of derivatives for pi, b, and h,; 
l computing the corresponding derivatives, and maximizing Q( 8, 0’) with respect 
to 0 will not involve the computation of any other infinite-dimensional conditional 
density. 
Moreover, as was pointed out in Dembo and Zeitouni (1986), there are particular 
cases in which the M-step can be done explicitly. This includes the case where 
log pi depends quadratically on 0, and b, and h, depend linearly on 8. 
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It follows from (2.6) and (2.7) that V’%“Q( 0, 13’) belongs to the class of conditional 
expectations considered in Section 3. The approach based on filtering (Theorem 
3.2) gives 
V’,“Q(0, 0’) = (w?O’, l)/(p$, l), 
with { ps’, 0 < t s T} and {w:“, 0~ t< T} given respectively by (4.1) and, see (3.12), 
dW:“= J$wp’* dt+h;.w;R’r~‘dY,+J;p;‘dt-[Vbe]*a?[be-b,.]p:’dt 
+[Vh,]*p;? dY,-[Vh,]*rp’[he-hB,]p;‘dt, 
W0 %@’ = (P:‘lP:)vP:, 
where the first-order partial differential operator Jo is defined in (4.3). 
Remark 4.4. Comparing with (4.2), one can check once again that 
v’,“Q(e, eylH=os= vqe’). 
As for the smoothing approach, one can use again the results of Section 3. 
Alternatively, one can directly differentiate with respect to 0 the expression (4.4) 
for Q(0, 0’), thus illustrating the point (M). This gives 
_ I ,: Cd’, F'b,l*a-'Lb, - bl) ds 
I 
T 
+ Cd’, [Vhol*)r-' 0 d K - 
0 I ,: (p:‘, [Vh,]*r-‘h,,) ds 
1 
T 
- 
(P:', Ph,l*r-‘Ihe - bl) ds, 
Jo 
where the non-adapted stochastic 
(Nualart and Pardoux, 1988). 
integral is a generalized Stratonovich integral 
5. Time discretization, and relation with hidden Markov models 
In this section, an approximation procedure is described, which allows to actually 
compute the expressions obtained for Z(0), V/(0) and Q(0, 0’). From the results of 
the previous section, this should reduce in some sense to discretizing the stochastic 
PDE’s (4.1), (4.2) and (4.5). 
However, instead of discretizing separately these stochastic PDE’s a global 
approximation of the original continuous time problem by a discrete time problem 
will be presented. Expressions will be given for the log-likelihood function r(0) 
and the auxiliary function @( 0, 0’) associated with the discrete time model, in terms 
of filtering and smoothing densities. In other words: 
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l the approximation r( 0) to the log-likelihood function 1( 0) of the continuous 
time problem, will be interpreted as the log-likelihood function of the discrete time 
problem; 
l the approximation e( 0, 0’) to the auxiliary function Q( 0, 0’) of the continuous 
time problem will be such that the fundamental relation (1.2) will hold for the 
discrete time problem, i.e. r( 0) - r( 0’) z o( 0, 0’). 
In addition, the expressions for r(0) and @(e, 0’) will be compared with the 
corresponding expressions for i(0) and Q(0, 0’) in the continuous time model. 
5.1. Discrete time statistical model 
Let {t,,, 0~ n s N} be a uniform partition of the interval [0, T] with time step At. 
Suppose that on a measurable space (0, 9) are given 
(a) a family J% = {PO, 0 E O} of probability measures, 
(b) a pair of stochastic processes {x,, t 2 0) and { Y,, t 2 0} taking values in R” 
and Rd respectively, with {J?,, t 3 0) constant on each time interval [t,, fn+,), 
such that under p,, the discrete time process {x,, 0~ n s N} defined by x, p x,,, is 
a Markov chain with transition probabilities kernel 
17,A(I-At&,-’ (5.1) 
and initial density pz, and 
dY,=h,(X,)dt+dV,, 
where {V,, 0~ t G T} is a Wiener process with covariance matrix r, independent of 
the Markov chain {x,, 0~ n < N}. 
Remark 5.1. Equivalently, one can consider that the Markov chain {x,, 0~ n c N} 
is observed through the measurements 
z,~AYJAt=h~(x,)+~,, AY,AY,,,+l-YI,,, 
where {u,,, 0 s n s N} is a Gaussian white noise sequence with covariance matrix 
rAt -‘, independent of the Markov chain. 
There is no loss in generality in assuming that fl is the canonical space 
D([O, T]; W”) x C([O, T]; Rd), in which case X and Y are the canonical processes 
on D([O, T]; W”) and C([O, T]; Rd) respectively, and P, is the probability law of 
(X, Y). 
The probability measures in J# are mutually absolutely continuous: 
l Define first a probability measure P’, equivalent to p,, with 
where 
(5.2) 
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- .I. 
so that under P,, { Y,, 0 s t 5 T} is a Wiener process with covariance matrix r, 
independent of the Markov chain {x,, 0~ n G N}. 
l Next, it follows from hypotheses of Section 2 that Vx E [w”, {IIO(x, .), 8 E O} 
are mutually absolutely continuous probability measures on [Wm. Define 
_&XX, Y) e&(x, dy)l&(x, dy), 
as the corresponding Radon-Nikodym derivative. Then, the probability measures 
{P’,, 0 E O} are mutually absolutely continuous with Radon-Nikodym derivative 
Therefore 
_ 
&O,+=$& 
B’ 
Let again {9,, 0~ t s T} denote the observation filtration. The log-likelihood 
function for estimating the parameter 0 in the statistical model J# is defined by 
r(e) = log Ei(P 1 ST), (5.3) 
whereas the auxiliary function is defined by 
Q(e, e’) = Eos(iOg As,,,1 ~3~) = Et,,(iog A,,,Z’l 9+)/EAt(ZfJ’l 9yT). (5.4) 
5.2. Direct maximization of the likelihood function 
The idea is to find an equation for { pf, 0 s n s N} defined by 
(Pf, &“G(+(xJ~I:I%,,), 
where 
By definition 
(Pt+,, 4) = G(4(x,+, )~~+,I~,,,,~I)=~tB(~(Xn+*)~~(xn)~::I %,,+,I 
= ~tg(~ne(xn,[~o~lcxnP: I3,,,+,) = (f-2 > *::[17,41), 
which results in the following equation 
-0 
Pn+1 =n%~X), Pos=PoH. (5.5) 
Using expression (5.1) for the transition probabilities kernel gives the following 
discretization scheme for the Zakai equation (4.1), which combines a Trotter-like 
product formula and a Euler implicit scheme 
(I-AtL$)p:+, = ‘P$,o, $=p:. (5.6) 
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It follows from (5.3) that the log-likelihood function I( 0) is therefore approximated 
by 
I(O)=log(&, 1). 
To approximate the gradient VI(O), one could either discretize directly equation 
(4.2), or derive the exact expression for the gradient of the approximated log- 
likelihood function T(O). The second method is preferred, and gives 
V[(O) = (G”,, l)I(PHN, l), 
where { W,“, 0=s n G N} is defined by Wl A VP: and satisfies, deriving equation (5.6) 
with respect to the parameter 0, 
(I-AtL;)w;+, = s,“wl+J~p~+,At+[VW,H]pjl, i$=Vpo”, 
where the first-order partial differential operator JO = VL, is defined in (4.3). Using 
the notation pE+,,z 4 ?P$f, and the identity 
V log W:: = [Vh,]*F’(AY, -&At), 
gives 
(I-AtL;)w,H+, = W$ff+J*p’ o .+lAt+[Vhel*pne+l,*r~‘(A Yn -h&h 
to be compared with (4.2). 
Remark 5.2 (normalization). To avoid numerical overflow, one should rather use 
normalized quantities, along the following steps: 
(i) jn”+, = (X, KX 
(ii) *f+,/, = WnH*9jnHtlr 
(iii) (I-AfLg)fi+, = ijf+,,2. 
It is easily seen that ~7,” = yzii,” with -yz 4 jz . ji_, . . * . . jf and (pz, 1) = yi so that 
I(O)=logyk= i logj,“. 
n=, 
In the same way, the computation of (.y,” defined by the relation W,” = yi(Yt can 
be achieved along the following steps: 
(i) GU,H+l,r = WnB/jE+, 
(ii) (I-AtLj$)c?z+, = ~~+,,,+J~~~+,At+[Vhg]*‘TT~+,,2~-’(AYn -&At) 
Note that, although *,” is the gradient of pz, Et: is not the gradient of +f. Actually 
(Y,” = WE/(pt, 1) so that 
VT(O)=(&., 1). 
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5.3. The EM algorithm 
Although it is rather straightforward, in the discrete time case, to obtain the 
expression of the auxiliary function Q(0, ~9’) in terms of nonlinear smoothing, it is 
nevertheless worth presenting a derivation that follows the same lines as in the 
continuous time case. Indeed, there are two different methods-one based on 
nonlinear filtering, the other on nonlinear smoothing-for the computation of (5.4). 
Filtering: Define 
A -88.alog~(X,,)+n~~logf.,0.(Xi,Xi+l)+n~’log~(X.). 
i=O i=O I 
The idea again is to find an equation for {W:*‘, 0~ n s N} defined by 
(w$B’, ~)~Et,(~(x,)~:e’Z:‘~ 9,,,). 
First 
Next, by definition 
(G$+;, 4) = G(W”+,)~2;% I %“,J 
= G w,+lPi3xn) 
( 
x ;iy 
[ 
+logfs/Y(x,, x,,t,)+log+ Z0’19 
n 
] n 
= Et,( w~‘(x,)[n,,~](x,)~~“‘z~‘I 9,.+,) 
+8’,,(W~‘(x,)[K~,~,~l(X,)Zft’l 9,,+,) 
+ Et,, 
( 
Wtt’(x,) log 3 (xnu%$4xnPt)‘I %“+, 
n > 
= (&y, pt’[%41) + (p:‘, ~:‘bG,wdd) 
where the operator K@,~, is defined by 
[‘G,&‘](X) A j- 4(v) logh,dx, v)&,(x, dy). 
Therefore, the resulting equation is 
(5.7) 
e 
wo - (48’ = PO”’ log 2. 
It follows from (5.4) that the auxiliary function Q( 0, 0’) is approximated by 
Q(@, 0’)=(WY’, l)/(&, 1). 
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Smoothing: Introduce the backward equation, dual to (5.5), 
$‘= P:‘[&v,e’,,J, v$= 1. 
Then 
267 
(5.8) 
Introducing the unnormalized smoothing density 46’ = $‘Ve’, gives 
Remark 5.3. This expression could be derived in a straightforward way, directly 
from the definitions. This is in opposition with the continuous time case, where the 
smoothing approach is more complicated to deal with, because of non-adapted 
stochastic integrals. 
Using the notation piH;-,,2 g ?Pp’$“, and the identity 
log~=,h,-h,.]*~-‘~AY;-h~,At)-~~h~-h~,]*~-’[h,-h,,]At, 
gives 
+ C (se’, [h, - hs)]*)r-‘AY, 
i=O 
- & (Sf”, [he - bl*r-‘b)At 
-5 -,zo- (q;‘, [h, - hO,]*r-‘[h, - he,])At. 
In terms of normalized conditional densities 
N-l 
+ C (pf’, [h, - hOf]*)r-‘A Y, 
i=o 
N-l 
- i& (py’, [he - ho~l*r-'he~)At 
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to be compared with (4.4). 
Remark 5.4 (normalization). Here again, one should rather use normalized quan- 
tities, along the following steps: 
(i) &%,j2 = Z&2_,“,, , 
(ii) kf,‘= (ii:‘, Tf’~~~,,,), 
(iii) cf’= *z’f .,,,,lk:‘, 
in such a way that (ii,“‘, ci’) = 1. It is easily seen that ki’=j,8,,, and that a:‘= S,“‘[i-,“’ 
with8z’skz’. ki,, . . . . . kg. Moreover, the normalized smoothing density satisfies 
+ +i’C’. 
Remark 5.5. It is now possible to give a new formulation of the E-step and M-step 
of the algorithm. Indeed, 8’ being fixed: 
Step 3 (E-step). Compute the normalized smoothing density {pz’, 0~ n < N}: this 
requires in particular to compute the normalized filtering density { +z’, 0 G n G N}. 
Step 4 (M-step). Maximize o( 0, 13’) with respect to e-where for each fZ E 0 the 
computation of e( 0,13’) requires (i) at each time step n, to integrate some functions 
depending on (0, 0’) against the normalized smoothing density pf’, and (ii) to sum 
the resulting discrete time processes from n = 0 to n = N - 1. 
Remark 5.6. With the time discretization scheme introduced above, the numerical 
implementation (including discretization with respect to the space variable) of the 
EM algorithm requires in the M-step, the explicit evaluation of the transition 
probabilities kernel ZZ, = (I -AC,)-‘. On the other hand, the numerical implementa- 
tion of the direct maximization algorithm requires only the solution of linear 
equations with operator (I -A@), which is a much faster task. 
5.4. Relation with hidden Markov models 
The discrete time EM algorithm, as described above, can be seen as a parametric 
version of the Baum-Welch algorithm used in statistical estimation of probabilistic 
functions of Markov processes. This algorithm was introduced by Baum (1971), 
and has found interesting applications in the field of acoustic speech recognition, 
as reported in Levinson, Rabiner and Sondhi (1983). 
A hidden Markov model (HMM) is defined by (i) a Markov chain with initial 
probability distribution v and transition probabilities kernel A, and (ii) for each 
possible state x of the non-observed Markov chain, a probability function B(x, .) 
which represents the conditional distribution of the observation given that the chain 
is in state x. Such a model will be denoted by M = (s-, A, B). Then (under the 
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additional assumption that both the Markov chain and the observation sequence 
take their values in finite sets), the maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters 
(QT, A, B) of the hidden Markov model M can be achieved by the EM algorithm, 
involving an auxiliary function Q(M, M’). What makes the approach interesting is 
that maximizing Q(M, M’) with respect to M provides explicit formulas--reestima- 
tion formulas (Baum, 1971; Levinson, Rabiner and Sondhi, 1983)-for (r, A, B) in 
terms of (r’, A’, B’). 
Consider now the parametric model described above. It is possible to turn it into 
a parametric hidden Markov model Me = (p,“, Ilo, &) with 
I&(x, z) =(2~))~“(det r))“2 exp{-$h,(x)-z]*r-‘[h,(x)-z]At}. 
Comparing with (5.2) shows that 
I&(x, z,) = (27r)-d’2(det I))“’ exp{ -~z~r~‘z,,At}F~(x). 
It is easily seen that the auxiliary function defined in (5.4) satisfies @(0, 0’) = 
Q(Me, Mop), and that equations (5.5) and (5.8) are parametrized versions of Baum’s 
forward and backward equations (Baum, 1971; Levinson, Rabiner and Sondhi, 
1983). On the other hand, maximization of Q( 0, 0’) with respect to 8 is not explicit 
in general, in opposition to the non-parametric case. 
6. Numerical example 
The continuous time model is described by 
dX, = -0,X, dt + 13~ 
X, 
-dt+&dW,, X0-X(B,,Z), 
1+x: 
dY,= 8,arctan(X,/e,) dt+&dV,, 
(6.1) 
and the unknown parameter is 0 = (0,) 02, Ox, 0,). The noise covariances in the 
problem are _Z, a and r, and can be associated with the parameters 8,) ( 02, 8,) and 
e4 respectively. 
Although the unknown parameter is actually four-dimensional, results are presen- 
ted in Campillo and Le Gland (1988) for the estimation of one component of 8 at 
a time, and the influence of the “associated” noise covariance is investigated. 
The numerical experiment can be described as follows: 
Parameters: The “true” value of the parameter-i.e. the value used for simulating 
sample paths of the observation process-is (e T, e,*, e,*, e,*) = (1.0, 0.25, 5.0, 2.0). 
Simulations: The time interval is [0, T] with T= 10.0 and time step At =O.l. 
Observation process sample paths are simulated in the following way. First, the 
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Euler time discretization scheme (equivalent on this particular example to the 
Milshtein scheme) is used to simulate the signal process in (6.1), 
X n+, = x, + -02xn+l+- 
1+x2, 1 
At+w,, 
with x0- X( 13~) 2) and {w,, 0~ n s N} a Gaussian white noise sequence with 
covariance matrix adt. Next, discrete measurements are generated according to 
z, = e4 arctan( x,/ 0,) + u,, 
with {v,, 0~ n c IV} a Gaussian white noise sequence with covariance matrix rAt-’ 
independent of {w,, 0 c n s N}. 
Algorithms: The discrete measurements are used to solve equations (5.5) and 
(5.8), and therefore to compute the approximations r( 13) and @( 0, 0’) defined by 
(5.3) and (5.4) respectively. Actually, equations (5.5) and (5.8) are discretized with 
respect to the space variable, using the finite difference schemes described in Kushner 
(1977). 
In order to find the MLE, the log-likelihood function is maximized using either 
the direct approach or the EM algorithm based on nonlinear smoothing, relying on 
the minimization routine e04jbf from the NAG library, which uses a quasi-Newton 
algorithm and does not require the user to provide a routine for the computation 
of the gradient. 
Remark 6.1. In the example introduced above, although the auxiliary function 
Q( 8, 0’) of the continuous time mode1 depends quadratically on the parameters or, 
O2 and f&, the discrete time approximation @( 8, 0’) depends quadratically on 0, 
only. This can be seen on the expression of the operator K~,~~, see (5.7). 
Results: The results presented below are for the estimation of &. The other three 
parameters are frozen: (0,) &, 0,) = (OT, O,*, OT). Two cases are considered. 
l In the first case (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) the numerical values of the noise covariances 
are: 2 = 1.0, a = 1.0 and r = 1.0. In this case, the EM algorithm has converged after 
5 iterations. 
l In the second case (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) the numerical values of the noise 
covariances are: Z = 1.0, a = 0.01 and I = 1.0. In this case, the EM algorithm has 
not yet converged after 200 iterations. Therefore, only 12 iterations are shown on 
Fig. 4. 
The two figures related to the direct maximization of the likelihood function (Fig. 
1 and Fig. 3) show: 
l in solid line: the log-likelihood function vs. the free parameter; 
l in dashed line: iterations of the quasi-Newton algorithm for the direct log- 
likelihood function maximization. 
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Fig. 1. Direct maximization (a = 1.0). 
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Fig. 2. EM algorithm (a = 1.0). 
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The two figures related to the EM algorithm (Fig. 2 and Fig. 4) show: 
l in solid line: the log-likelihood function vs. the free parameter; 
l in dotted lines: the auxiliary functions corresponding to successive estimates; 
l in dashed lines: iterations of the EM algorithm. 
Other results can be found in Campillo and Le Gland (1988) for the estimation 
of 0, and 04. The conclusion of these numerical experiments is that the EM algorithm 
converges very slowly whenever some noise covariances associated with the para- 
meters to be estimated are small. The reason why is that the log-likelihood function 
is then approximated from below by a set of very sharp auxiliary functions: this 
situation does not allow to update significantly enough the current estimate at each 
M-step. Actually, this can be seen directly from (2.3), (2.4), or equivalently from 
(4.4). Assume for instance that both p: and h, are independent of 8, and that the 
signal noise covariance is small; then every auxiliary function Q( 13, 8’) will certainly 
be very sharp as a function of 8. It should be stressed that in such cases, the slow 
variation of the estimate should not be interpreted as an indication that the algorithm 
has already achieved convergence. 
7. Conclusion 
The direct maximization of the log-likelihood function has been compared with the 
EM algorithm, for the MLE of parameters in partially observed diffusion processes. 
Some formulas given in Dembo and Zeitouni (1986) have been clarified, and it has 
been shown that smoothing is necessary to make the EM algorithm approach efficient. 
On the other hand, formulas have been given in terms of filtering stochastic PDE’s 
for the computation of the original log-likelihood function and its gradient. 
It has been shown that 
(E) The E-step in the EM algorithm is certainly slower than the direct computa- 
tion of the log-likelihood function, since it involves nonlinear smoothing instead of 
nonlinear filtering. 
(M) The computation of the auxiliary function Q(0, 0’) in the M-step of the 
EM algorithm, 0’ being fixed, requires (i) at each time t, to integrate some functions 
depending on (0, 0’) against a normalized smoothing density depending only on 0’, 
and (ii) to integrate the resulting processes over the interval [0, T]. This gives another 
evidence that the EM algorithm is more complicated than the direct approach as 
far as computations are concerned. On the other hand, the maximization of the 
auxiliary function is generally simple to deal with, and in some cases can even be 
done explicitly. 
(EM) The EM algorithm converges very slowly whenever some noise covariances 
associated with the parameters to be estimated are small. 
However, the EM algorithm should provide an interesting approach for non- 
parametric estimation in the context of partially observed diffusion processes, i.e. 
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non-parametric estimation of the initial density, the drift and the observation 
function. This form of the EM algorithm is used indeed in the context of finite-space 
Markov chains with finite-state observations (hidden Markov models), and leads 
to well-known reestimation formulas, which are of practical use e.g. in the field of 
acoustic speech recognition. 
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